From: sayyedmohsen fatemi

Dear Louise,

Greetings!

My latest article “An Islamic (Shia) psychological perspective on humanism”

was published in the Journal of Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology, Dec 20, 2018.


Also my book “A phenomenology of Langerian Mindfulness: the psychology of presence was published by Lexington Publication.

Please see attached the info for the book.
A Phenomenology of Langerian Mindfulness

The Psychology of Presence

Sayyed Mohsen Fatemi
Psychology

"In A Phenomenology of Langerian Mindfulness, Sayyed Mohsen Fatemi pays tribute to Ellen J. Langer’s scholarship with innovative insights. By attending carefully and creatively to Langer’s writing, Fatemi opens up new ways of thinking about human being and becoming. With a poet’s wisdom, Fatemi understands how language honors imagination, interrogations, and interdisciplinarity in the mindful moment by celebrating the complexity of human consciousness and the contemporary urgency to attend to thoughtful conversations about what it means to be human. Fatemi’s book is a rare gift of artful and heartful scholarship."

—Carl Leggo, University of British Columbia

"A Phenomenology of Langerian Mindfulness is a timely exposition on Langerian mindfulness. I cannot emphasize enough the importance of the key concepts in Langerian psychology—presence of the mind, intentionality, and phenomenal experience—the seemingly airy notions that are crucial for our creativity and well-being as our daily lives are driven by an information explosion that necessitates mindful processing. This book can change your life."

—Louise Sundararajan, independent scholar

While making a distinction between meditation-based and Langerian mindfulness, Sayyed Mohsen Fatemi illustrates the components of Langerian phenomenology by expanding and explaining the concept of mindfulness and its implications. Fatemi argues that a shift from epistemology to ontology in Langerian mindfulness will result in the rise of a radical and transformational consciousness.

Sayyed Mohsen Fatemi is associate professor of psychology and chair of the Desk of North America at Ferdowsi University of Mashhad.
I will be thankful for you kind consideration in getting them announced in the list serve.
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